CONCURSUL INTERJUDEȚEAN ‘JUNIOR ENGLISH
CLASA a III a
A. Circle the correct answer a, b, c or d
1. In the afternoon, people have……………….
a) Breakfast
b) Lunch
c) Dinner
d) 5 o’clock tea
2. Which word does not fit?
a) Happy
b) Sad
c) Optimistic
d) Rain
3. A kangaroo can……
a) Swim
b) Jump
c) Read
d) Speak
4. Tulips are…….
a) Animals
b) Flowers
c) Fruits
d) Vegetables
5. What is the cat doing?

a) Sleeping
b) Running
6. This is a…………

c) Dancing

d) Taking a bath

a) Forest
b) Pool
c) Sea
d) Boat
7. An elephant can’t……..
a) Sleep
b) Read
c) Eat
d) Run
8. England is a country in……
a) Europe
b) Asia
c) Turkey
d) Australia
9. My aunt’s children are my……
a) Brothers
b) Sisters
c) Cousins
d) Parents
10. Who delivers letters?
a) The milkman
b) The Postman
c) The doctor
d) The nurse
11. Which word does not fit?
a) Bird
b) Doctor
c) Teacher
d) Mechanic
12. My mother’s brother is my……
a) Son
b) Daughter
c) Uncle
d) Aunt
13. Where can we find New York?
a) In England
b) In Scotland
c) In Poland
d) In The USA
14. Where is the pen?

a) Next to the desk
b) Under the desk
c) On the left side of the desk
d) Far from the desk
15. We are in April. The previous month of the year was…….and the next month of the year will be……….
a) June/July
b) May/June
c)March/April
d) March/May
16. Which word does not fit?
a) Lemon
b) Meat
c) Orange
d) Kiwi

17. Three plus eight is:
a) Eleventeen
b) Eleventy
18. Where can you buy books from?
a) Book store
b) Library
19. What is the little boy doing?

c) Eleven

d) Eleven and one

c) Grocery store

d) Pharmacy

a) Writing
b) Reading
c) Sleeping d) Dancing
20. My name is Filippo. I come from Italy. I am…..
a) German
b) British c) Spanish
d) Italian
21. Her hobby is……..

a) Singing the piano
b)Playing the piano
c) Watching the piano
d) Talking to the piano
22. What vegetables will you use for your salad?
a) Oranges, pears and plums
b) Bananas, grapes and kiwi
c) cucumbers, cabbage and carrots
chocolate
23. Which of the following is the correct order of the seasons?
a) Spring/winter/autumn/summer
b) Spring/summer/winter/autumn
c)
Autumn/spring/summer/winter d) Spring/ summer/autumn/winter
24. Which word does not fit?
a) Strawberries
b) Cabbage
c) Cucumber
d) Potato
25. Which of the following is the number 15?
a) Fiveteen
b) Fifteen
c) Fifty
d) Fivety
26. The place where we cook is called……..
a) Bathroom
b) Living-room
c) Kitchen
d) Bedroom
27. Which of the following isn’t found in a bathroom?
a) Washing basin
b) Towels
c) Sink
d) Bathtub
28. My sister’s husband is my…….
a) Son
b) Brother-in-Law
c) Father-in-law d) Uncle
29. When we eat soup, we use a……
a) Fork
b) Knife
c) Teaspoon
d) Spoon
30. Which word does not fit?
a) London
b) England
c) France d) Spain
B. Describe the image in your own words. Use between 20-30 words

d)

